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What is Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP)? This term is being thrown around
a lot these days but was supposedly developed already back in the 1970s,
although we think it was in use long before that. It was supposedly established
to help us get control of our mind and emotions, so we can have a better handle
on our lives. It is sometimes being used by life coaches, psychologists, and other
mental health practitioners, and it is said to have some good benefits.
***
However, this technique can also be used for dark purposes, of course, and it is!
Whistle-blowers, former Illuminati programmers, and MK ULTRA survivors have
told us that NLP is also being used by the Elite to manipulate our minds, so we
act and react the way they want us to.
***
There is little doubt that this technique is used by the Intelligence Agencies, as
well, with a purpose to infiltrate the spiritual field, but once we recognize it, it is
fairly easy to see when this technique is being used. Author Peggy O’Mara is
quoted as saying, “be careful how you speak to your children, one day it will
become their inner voice.” This is very true because we are actually using NLP
on each other to a certain degree, without even knowing it. Words are very
powerful. One meme that is often used by parents is, “money doesn’t grow on
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trees.” By repeating this meme over and over, it programs the child, who then
learns that money is very difficult to come by. This is a typical example of
everyday programming. If this is put into system in a broader sense by people
who know exactly how language (linguistics) affects our mind, and who then
use this to program us for their own purposes, this technique becomes very
dangerous.
***
Have you, as a truth-seeker, every now and then stumbled upon a book, a
website, an article, or a video by teachers in the spiritual field, who seem to have
a very important and interesting message to convey, only to find that the
information is written in a way that is VERY difficult to understand, with a lot of
esoteric and difficult jargon? And have you encountered material that is written
with very complicated sentence structures or with sentences that go on forever,
so that when the sentence is finally over, you forgot how the sentence began?
***
We can almost see how people who listen to, or read this, nod their heads. I
think we all have encountered this quite a few times, and this should make us
very suspicious. Think about it! If you have an important message you want
people in the spiritual field to understand, would you try to convey that
message in the most difficult way you could? No, you would probably try to
simplify it as much as you can, so that as many people as possible could
comprehend what you’re trying to get across. Not so with the people addressed
in this video.
***
If you were working for an Intelligence Agency, and you were dedicated to your
task on steering and manipulating the spiritual community, how would you do
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it? Let’s say you want to steer as many as possible in this community towards
believing in an upcoming ascension or harvest, what would be a good way to
do it? Why not using existing sources from people who have actually found out
something important on their own, and why not use sources that people believe
are relatively accurate and put a spin to them, with a lot of help from NLP, and
then steer the receivers of the NLP in a direction that the Intelligence
Community desires?
***
We find it interesting to see, in extreme cases, how people, who have actually
figured out some very important truths about our Matrix and beyond, suddenly
discard it all because they have read a certain book (or a few books) that more
or less contradict their previous insights, where after the readers might even
attack the information they had previously concluded as being true. In less
extreme cases, people who were previously certain about that we, as humans,
need to work on ourselves in order to exit the Matrix, suddenly become firm
believers in some kind of ascension or Harvest as being the solution we are
waiting for.
***
What we’ve noticed in some of these cases is that the truth-seekers who make
drastic changes in their spiritual path have been studying material that is quite
difficult to understand—dense material, where linguistics are used that is often
vague and complicated. In these cases, the truth-seeker was pulled in by this
material because it seemed to expand on their previous conclusions—they are
hoping this material will bring them to a higher level of understanding.
However, as they continue reading this often very difficult material, they are
slowly having their perceptions twisted. When they’ve completed the material,
their views on things have changed so drastically that they now start to despise
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what they previously had concluded. When Ariel and I have looked into some
of this material, we’ve found it quite shocking because it soon becomes quite
obvious that this is intentionally done and a part of a bigger picture.
***
This appears to be done by using NLP techniques. The words in the material is
written or spoken in such a way that it goes right into the subconscious and
forms a new belief. It doesn’t help the truth-seeker that the author or speaker
also emphasizes that the material needs to be read or heard several times to be
understood. Of course, the more times a person gets the programming
repeated, the more steadfast it will become in their mind.
***
However, this is not all. We’ve also noticed that much of this programming has
a theme in common—it wants to bring the spiritual community in the direction
of an upcoming Event, Ascension, or Harvesting incident, although it’s being
presented in slightly different ways, depending on the presenter of the
information. Some of the material is promoting a New Age type of Ascension
and Harvest, while other material promotes a return to esoteric Christianity,
such as Christian Gnosticism (we will cover this in another video). From having
realized that the Universe is feminine in nature, the same people are now going
back to the belief in a Patriarchal cosmogony with a defined Father God as the
First Creator. A Mother Goddess might also be part of the paradigm, but the
male God is the essential one.
***
One solution presented when it comes to exiting this Matrix is that we should
return to becoming like children again, so we can return to our Father/Mother
in “Heaven,” because we are their children—total submission, in other words.
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This completely contradicts that fact that we need to “grow up” as individuals,
Instead, we just need to trust the Father/Mother to take care of us from hereon
out.
***
This is interesting because Ariel and I have now noticed that this same idea is
promoted widely in a society, in a subtle way. I am sure most of us have seen
children wearing a full suit pajama that resembles bears or other kinds of
animals. It’s a full suit with hood and bear ears, etc. Now, they are making
pajamas for adults in the same fashion. At Walmart, they are selling full-size
pajama suits for adult men, resembling fury animals, including a horn sticking
out from the forehead of the hood. It’s apparently the latest trend. Again, they
are making children of adults. Whether these two things are connected or not,
we cannot say—it’s just an observation.
***
Some of the very suspicious material is also presented in form of pictures in
videos. These videos are often relatively short—under 10 minutes—without any
narration. The pictures shown, frequently presented as current cosmic events,
are esoteric and mostly non-comprehensive in nature, and without any real
explanation. We’ve noticed in those comment sections that people ask the
video maker for clarity because they don’t understand the message, and like
one commenter said, "...please explain what this video means... it's like showing
advanced calculus to the public and expecting for them to understand it. Please
explain." There are often plenty of comments like this, but the video maker is
not responding. Other commenters are quick at coming up with their own
interpretation of the material, which is only their own guesses. This is very
suspicious, indeed, when we understand that pictures, like words, go right into
our subconscious mind. We can be relatively certain about that if such YouTube
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channels are originating from the Intelligence Community, they are monitoring
the comment sections notoriously to see people’s reactions. If the reactions are
satisfactory, they know they can continue with the exact same programming. If
not, they change the programming slightly next time.
***
As mentioned earlier, it seems like in the present moment, much of this type of
information has something in common, i.e. we are being saved in one way or
another. One researcher called it “Hope Harvesting,” which we think is a brilliant
term for this phenomenon. This has all been a long-term plan for the Overlords,
and it follows the formula, “Problem-Reaction-Solution.” The Overlords created
the problem when we got trapped here. This has caused a reaction over time,
with people wanting a change to the better, and lately, either an exit out of here
or a New Earth. The solution to the original problem has now become the “Hope
Harvesting Agenda.” The common theme is that we humans don’t need to do
any work—someone else is taking of it, and we just need to go with the flow.
By distracting people in this manner, they can thus make people digress from
their path of finding things out, and people begin to relax about everything and
just wait for the moment when “higher beings” will rescue them. The rest of our
life here on Earth no longer matters because “it’s an illusion anyway.”
***
The “esoteric writers” often use a long array of sources to back up their claims.
Sometimes, the list of sources can be so extensive that the receiver of the
information doesn’t bother to check them out. However, the effect it has on
some people is that if the writer has a long list of sources, it must be credible—
the writer must know what he or she is talking about. When it comes to luring
people into a new belief system, the methods in order to do so are many and
varied.
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***
Another method to spread a new paradigm is the so-called “data dump.”
Instead of channeling information, some people get a package of information
dumped into their minds, and even if the person who receives these packages
don’t fully understand the messages, they just relay them as they receive them.
Quite common among these data dump receivers is that they consider
themselves being “special,” in the sense that they are not entirely human. Some
think they were Jesus in a previous incarnation, while others think they are some
other historical, esoteric person, or even an alien. What has NOT been
investigated about these data dump receivers is their bloodlines. Do they have
any connection to the Elite bloodlines, although they may not be directly
involved in the Illuminati? If so, they might very well be possessed by the AIF,
as explained in a previous video. These Elite bloodlines are more easily
possessed by archons, who can then provide the possessed person with any
information they wish—they take control of the person’s thinking process.
***
Our advice is to be aware of the above phenomena, and when you stumble on
this kind of information, make sure you step back and analyze it closely before
you absorb it.
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